
yùn dòng           

运动           

to move; to exercise; sports; exercise; motion; movement; campaign; Classifiers: 场

bǐ sài           

比赛           

competition (sports etc); match; Classifiers: 场 ,次 ; to compete

guó jì           

国际           

international

yíng            

赢            
to beat; to win; to profit

shū            

输            
to lose; to transport; to donate; to enter (a password)



yùn dòng yuán          

运动员          

athlete; Classifiers: 名

wǎng qiú           

网球           

tennis; tennis ball; Classifiers: 个

lán qiú           

篮球           

basketball; Classifiers: 个

yóu yǒng           

游泳           

swimming; to swim

zú qiú           

足球           

soccer ball; a football; Classifiers: 个 ; soccer; football



guó jì zú qiú         

国际足球         

international football [soccer]

měi shì zú qiú         

美式足球         

American football

gǎn lǎn qiú          

橄榄球          

football played with oval-shaped ball (rugby, American football, Australian rules etc)

pǎo bù           

跑步           

to run; to jog; (military) to march at the double



yīng gāi           

应该           

ought to; should; must

jiǎn dān           

简单           

simple; not complicated

dāng rán           

当然           

only natural; as it should be; certainly; of course; without doubt

wēi xiǎn           

危险           

danger; dangerous

yān sǐ           

淹死           

to drown



bàn tiān           

半天           

half of the day; a long time; quite a while; midair; Classifiers: 个

pàng            

胖            
fat; plump

jiǎo            

脚            
foot; leg (of an animal or an object); base (of an object); Classifiers: 双 ; classifier for kicks

tī            

踢            
to kick; to play (e.g. soccer); (slang) butch (in a lesbian relationship)

shǒu            

手            
hand; (formal) to hold; person engaged in certain types of work; person skilled in certain types of work; personal(...

bào            

抱            
to hold; to carry (in one's arms); to hug; to embrace; to surround; to cherish



pà            

怕            
surname Pa; to be afraid; to fear; to dread; to be unable to endure; perhaps

dān xīn           

担心           

anxious; worried; uneasy; to worry; to be anxious

nán shòu           

难受           

to feel unwell; to suffer pain; to be difficult to bear

yā            

压            
to press; to push down; to keep under (control); pressure

yā huài           

压坏           

to crush



bèi            

被            
quilt; by; (indicates passive-voice clauses); (literary) to cover; to meet with

bǎ            

把            
to hold; to contain; to grasp; to take hold of; handle; particle marking the following noun as a direct object; cla...

wèi le           

为了           

in order to; for the purpose of; so as to

tí gāo           

提高           

to raise; to increase; to improve

shuǐ píng           

水平           

level (of achievement etc); standard; horizontal



cì            

次            
next in sequence; second; the second (day, time etc); secondary; vice-; sub-; infra-; inferior quality; substandard...

wǎng qiú pāi          

网球拍          

tennis racket

yùn dòng fú          

运动服          

sportswear

zhe            

着            
aspect particle indicating action in progress

bàng            

棒            
stick; club; cudgel; smart; capable; strong; wonderful; classifier for legs of a relay race



yuàn yì           

愿意           

to wish; to want; ready; willing (to do sth)

dà xué           

大学           

the Great Learning, one of the Four Books 四书 in Confucianism; university; college; Classifiers: 所

pǎo            

跑            
to run; to run away; to escape; to run around (on errands etc); (of a gas or liquid) to leak or evaporate; (verb co...

xià qù           

下去           

to go down; to descend; to go on; to continue; (of a servant) to withdraw

            

            
 


